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A boxed set of cards and book, the sequel to Sacred Geometry Oracle Deckâ€¢ Contains 64
full-color cards created from original paintings by artist Francene Hartâ€¢ Includes a 160-page guide
with wisdom readings for each card and 6 oracle spreads for personal and group readingsâ€¢ By the
creator of Sacred Geometry Oracle Deck Sacred Geometry Cards for the Visionary Path provides
encouragement and guidance to those on the path of conscious evolution. A natural continuation of
and complement to the Sacred Geometry Oracle Deck, this divination set by artist Francene Hart
contains 64 original full-color images that portray the sacred geometrical proportions in the natural
forms of animals, oceans, and celestial bodies. The accompanying guidebook contains detailed
interpretations of each card and 6 divination spreads for both personal and group readings.
Integrating math, science, and spirituality, these cards convey the wisdom of ancient cultures in
which art, science, and religion were seen not as separate systems but as different facets of the
same truth. Working with these cards incorporates this inclusive view into our own lives to bring
balance to our energy fields and allow us to access higher levels of consciousness. The wisdom
they reveal provides insight into lifeâ€™s challenges and helps restore us to a state of harmony with
the natural rhythms of life.
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While I think the cards are very beautiful, and the descriptions are insightful, I think I was looking for
a little more information related to Sacred Geometry. A little more "ummph", I guess as to the
meaning behind each illustration and geometric form. Perhaps better used as a spark for meditation,

but in terms of "meaning" behind sacred geometrics, I was disappointed.

This new deck by Ms. Hart is magical. The images are simply gorgeous and the accompanying
descriptions for each card insightful. Each time I've chosen a card, for myself or for others, the result
has been amazingly synchronistic.

I ordered these cards for a friend. I have Francine Hart's Sacred Geometry Oracle Deck and I love
them. So, I wanted to get them for my friend. They were out, so I saw these. They are absolutely
beautiful. Actually I don't worry so much about what the cards look like it's what I feel when I touch
them, and these cards are amazing. My friend loves them too. She is using them each morning
before she starts her day, not to read her future, that is not what they are for - it's to show her how
her life is structured, and to lead her in the direction that will most benefit her soul. Metatron comes
in with these cards, as he is the keeper of the formulae and he leads us to the answers that we
require to complete our journey. I highly recommend these cards, they are truth and love.

Francene Hart's new deck and book just shines! Her connection to nature, the elements, symbology
and even Hawaii is evident in the cards. I threw a spread for the New Year and instantly could relate
to the images and their relevance. I'd recommend Francene's cards for folks who are very visual
and open to nature and beauty. Her spread suggestions are interesting and insightful, also. Great
job, Francene!

I purchased this for my 5 year old daughter( at the time) read and play with these cards, Its profound
how children have the ability to understanding these sacred geometry shapes. And as they should
because theses shapes create the world around us. . .Brain food for the Soul, Mind, Spiritual body.
Suttle energy body's .JUST DO IT.; >

I was happy to see that The Sacred Geometry Cards for a Visionary Path was "Real". There was
nothing "Tricky" about it. The Designs, pictures, and colors were respectful & In Tune with what it
represented. The information The Cards held are singing along with Nature's Gifts ( everything
around us that we see, use, eat, experience) & Time/History therefore what is given to you is
insightful, with sound information. The information allows one to be aware of The Mystical depth to
delve into. Thank You

These cards are magic. Everytime I pick one it portays exactly where I'm at and what I need to look
at. A great tool for self awareness. I highly recommend this book and the cards.

This set is already one of my favorite card decks. The artwork is beautiful and so deeply layered that
I can be mesmerized for a time looking at each one. Thoughtful and poignant descriptions. Love it!
Stunning.....
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